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the title is the first entry in the jikkyou
powerful pro yakyuu series. it was the
first game released for the playstation
2 in japan, and the second to be
released in north america. jikkyou
powerful pro yakyuu was released on
september 25, 1997. it was developed
and published by konami, and initially
published in japan by sony computer
entertainment. it is the third game in
the jikkyou powerful pro yakyuu series.
jikkyou powerful pro yakyuu was the
first jikkyou game to be released in
north america, and the second jikkyou
game overall. it was the only jikkyou
game to be made available in north
america up until jikkyou powerful pro
yakyuu 4 '97-sennen, released in 1999.
it was a sony computer entertainment
title for the playstation 2, and was also
initially released in japan by sony
computer entertainment. jikkyou
powerful pro yakyuu 15. it is a sport
game developed by konami for the
playstation 2. in this game, the player
is able to play the yakyuu senki series.
it was the first title in the series
released on the playstation 2. it is a
sequel to the jikkyou powerful pro
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yakyuu 3. it was released on july 27,
1998. jikkyou powerful pro yakyuu 15
was the second title in the series to be
released in north america, and the first
to be released in north america by
konami. it is the first title in the series
released in north america. jikkyou
powerful pro yakyuu: (go) koikodaki (,
lit. "pro yakyuu: the yakyuu moving
aiming game") is a 1996 video game
developed by konami. jikkyou powerful
pro yakyuu is the first and original
entry in the series, as well as the first
video game in the jikkyou: pro yakyuu
series. it was released for the
playstation in japan on september 25,
1997. jikkyou powerful pro yakyuu 3
was released the same year.
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you can download the rom for free and
play it online for nintendo 64. download

the roms that you want and start
playing. our site has a large selection
of n64 roms and other old games so
feel free to browse around. download

your favorite jikkyou powerful pro
yakyuu 4 rom and start playing. enjoy!
basic information type(s) video game

developer(s) konami publisher(s)
konami status(es) released

predecessor jikky powerful pro yaky 5
successor jikky powerful pro yaky 2000
genre(s) sports platform (s) nintendo

64 general features main credits
composer(s) motoaki furukawa,

kazuhiko uehara, nobuyuki akena
japanese release nintendo 64 march25,
1999 awards changelog cheats codes
codex compatibility covers credits dlc

help localization manifest modding
patches ratings reviews screenshots

soundtrack videos walkthrough this is
the original english language release of
jikkyou powerful pro yakyuu 3. the us
release of this game is called jikkyou
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powerful pro yakyuu 3 - haru. this is a
part of a series of games known as the
jikkyou powerful pro yakyuu series. the
name jikkyou powerful pro yakyuu was
derived from the 1985 super nintendo

entertainment system title jikkyou
powerful pro wrestling. however, the
jppy name appears in other games

released in the 1990s. jikkyou powerful
pro yakyuu 4 '97-haru was also

released for the super famicom in
japan. this version of the game is the

one that was released for the nintendo
64 in north america, europe and

australia. it is the first game in the
series to be released for the n64.
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